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WHERE IN THE WORLD DO YOU LONG TO TRAVEL?
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WHERE IN THE WORLD IS...

1) What real-life castle served as one of the inspirations for Cinderella Castle in the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World?
   Answer: Neuschwanstein Castle in Bavaria

2) Where can you view da Vinci’s The Last Supper (city & country)?
   Answer: Milan, Italy

3) You may have heard of the song “The Girl from Ipanema” – What country is Ipanema Beach in?
   Answer: Brazil

4) Waterford Crystal comes from what country?
   Answer: Ireland

5) What is the name of the roller coaster at the New York New York Hotel in Las Vegas?
   Answer: Trick question, was originally the Manhattan Express, but is now just “The Roller Coaster”

6) What are the Cyclades, and where are they located?
   Answer: They are the Greek islands of the central Aegean Sea

7) Angel Falls are the highest waterfalls on Earth. Where can you view them?
   Answer: Venezuela

8) In the Beach Boys song “Kokomo”, which one of these tropical locations is not mentioned? A.) Montego B.) Martinique C.) Puerto Rico D.) Port Au Prince
   Answer: C. Puerto Rico

9) What city in Morocco was made famous by a 1942 movie?
   Answer: Casablanca

10) True or False: The “thumbs-up” sign, which in the U.S. indicates “O.K.,” is considered rude in Australia.
    True!